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Summary deScription of project:

Post 9-11 security concerns, among other issues, have produced an atmosphere for 
air travel that is neither enjoyable, nor adequately secure.  ‘38N 82W Regional Air-
port’ identifies critical problems associated with conventional airports and attempts 
to resolve them through the introduction of a number of emergent technologies as 
well as innovative planning themes centered on the experience of travel.
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Student Name: James Diewald & Michael Frederick
Level: Senior
Advisor/Instructor: Murali Paranandi & Raffi Tomassian
Principal Investigator: Murali Paranandi
Department/School: Miami University, Oxford, Ohio

Perspective 2.     Ticketing Hall Entry From Second Level Parking Units

Skylights. 

Green Courtyard.

Piercings in the roof plane facilitate maximum levels of natural lighting and 
become a critical component of the passive ventilation system.

The outdoor green courtyard is accessible to the public and serves as a visible 
connection to the local environment in terms of weather and vegetation.

A grand, open vault joins the baggage and ticketing program areas above the 
security transports, provides access to landside concessions, offers an excellent 
view of aircraft activity, and becomes a public gathering space for the city and 
travelers alike.

a number of cafes occupy the internal voids of the roof support structure.

Seating elements integrated into each major staircase provide points for 
individuals to wait, rest, and watch the activities around them.

Public Hall.

Cafes.
 Airport Information.

Seating Elements.
Two main information displays orient passengers and provide pertinent data.

Perspective 1.     Site View From Aircraft  [view looking east]

 Maintenance Hangers. Maintenance and cargo facilities are grouped in the north-west corner of the 
site and are readily accessible to the surrounding area through a dedicated 
entrance.

The concourse is isolated at the center of the site, providing the highest possible 
levels of security.

Ticketing and baggage facilities are located as close as possible to the city core.

The ‘stacks’ of the automated parking system mark the site boundary, producing 
a definitive threshold and becoming a ceremonial entrance to the airport at a 
scale that corresponds to vehicular traffic.

Satellite Concourse.

Green Courtyard.

Inbound and outbound roadways provide a direct link to the urban center and 
surrounding regional highways.

Access Roads.

Ticketing + Baggage.

Parking Systems.

The parking systems enclose an accessible green courtyard.
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>>>>>>>>>>  INBOUND ROADWAYS  >>>>>>
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HANGARS

MASTER PLAN
1.  Orients program elements in a manner that is deliberately considerate of the concerns of local communities.
2.  Maximizes the expansion and evolution of program elements through the separation of discrete functions.
3.  Carefully considers environmental systems, incorporating such elements as green roofs on all program elements.
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38N 82W

----------------------
a.  cargo
b.  hangar
c.  parking
d.  ticketing hall
e.  concourse

REGIONAL AIRPORT

REGIONAL PLAN

SITE PROGRAM

SITE PLAN

LANDSCAPE
Native deciduous forests produce an audiovisual barrier between the airport and the surrounding community in an 
attempt to minimize the negative effects of the new airport while contributing to local air quality.   The area of forest on 
the south-eastern corner of the site may also become a public park beyond the secure boundary.

Prairie not only offers extremely low maintenance costs, but also becomes a beautiful display of native species.  Further-
more, the resilience of prairie plant varieties makes them ideally suited to absorbing water runoff from runways during 
storms, naturally filtering water and slowly redepositing it back into the local ecosystem.

Wetlands contribute to a general green aesthetic while offering the unique ability to naturally process waste water from 
the concourse and landside buildings.  By minimizing waste exports, the airport may begin to offset its exceptionally  high 
emissions.

REGIONAL ACCESS RUNWAY IMPACT

All major regional roads have direct access to the airport. The runway layout deliberately avoids flight patterns over the 
urban core out of a consideration for local residents.
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Ecologically speaking, airports present major 
problems in terms of their impacts on sur-
rounding areas.  Out of a concern for local 
populations, runways and landscaping at-
tempt to minimize the negative audio-visual 
presence of the new airport.  Furthermore, 
interior gardens, green roofs, biotope waste 
processing, intelligent landscaping, and pas-
sive solar HVAC initiatives reduce the envi-
ronmental loads of the complex. 

Convenience and accessibility are addressed 
through several features.  ‘38N 82W Regional 
Airport’ utilizes a fully automated parking 
system in which parking spots literally be-
come the front door of the airport, drastically 
reducing walking and transport times.  By 
replacing paper tickets with RFID tags that 
interface with other systems, information can 
be custom tailored to each passenger.  For 
example, a passenger with children could be 
directed to the children’s play areas in the 
concourse and later notified of impending 
boarding times; eliminating the necessity of 
waiting in designated areas.  Lastly, the lay-
out of the airport allows for simple and effi-
cient navigation through each of the program 
spaces and reduces the average walking 
distance from the curb side to the aircraft to 
under 800 feet.

To maintain the highest possible level of se-
curity while minimizing invasive procedures, 
a Modular transporter concept is adopted 
that integrates security protocol with transit 
to the concourse, affording many benefits.  
Passengers and personnel board 6-person 
transport units, which reduce lines, provide 
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a greater period of time to scan individual passengers 
without interfering with travel times, minimize the effects 
of complications during scanning procedures, and dimin-
ish damages in the event of foul play.  The layout of the 
system allows for a physical separation of functional ele-
ments, isolating valuable assets and allowing for efficient 
management of emergency situations.  Finally, RFIDs, 
biometric systems, and other emergent technologies are 
employed in a manner that provide the highest possible 
levels of security while minimizing negative effects on 
passengers.

Above all else, the airport is established as a defini-
tive place through a number of qualitative measures.  A 
simple, consistent material pallet and dramatic forms 
produce a unique identity for the airport and the commu-
nity.  The side-by-side configuration of the ticketing and 
baggage halls, as opposed to the conventional staked 
format, provide equally dramatic entry and exit sequenc-
es for the airport.  A number of new program elements 
such as an art gallery, interior gardens, public lounges, 
children’s play areas, and a among others broaden the 
services offered by the concourse, transforming waiting 
times into recreation periods.  The main circulation cor-
ridor of the concourse undulates in response to program 
elements, producing a meandering path punctuated by 
a series of larger gathering spaces and serviced by an 
even distribution of program that comes to resemble the 
urban character of a main street.  Lastly, the spaces de-
fined by the interior surface produce a variety of rooms; 
allowing for the existence of both highly public and more 
intimate areas that come to resemble residential living 
rooms, ultimately improving the comfort of passengers 
in the airport.

Collectively, these elements bring a sense of pleasure 
and adventure back to air travel; the burdens commonly 
associated with this transitional space evolving into an 

engaging, experiential place.
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Perspective 3.     Check In Process

Cafe.
Security Transports.

Looks out upon the dynamic activities in the ticketing hall below.

The security system entry points are immediately visible from the check in, 
facilitating an open, logical circulation.

Checked bags are deposited and user identity is confirmed via RFID.  
Passengers and personnel only beyond this point.

Traditional check in counters provide special assistance and augment 
automated check in systems.

Automated check in kiosks serve passengers on both sides, offering ticketing 
functions, airport information, and issuing RFID tags.
The kiosks are intended to handle the majority of passenger flows.

An integrated scale facilitates the complete self check in process.

Baggage Drop Off.

Check In Counters.

Check In Kiosk.

Baggage Scale.

Perspective 4.     Entry to Baggage Hall from Transports

Parking Units. Vehicles deposited in the parking system on the ticketing side are retrieved 
from similar units connected to the baggage hall on the second level.

Access to public transit, taxis, and pick ups occurs on the first level.

Four baggage claim devices are immediately accessible and visible upon entry 
to the baggage hall.

Car rental offices and waiting areas mirror the arrangement of ticketing 
program.

Main Vehicular Access.

Baggage Device.

Car Rental Offices.

The change from red in the ticketing hall to blue in the baggage hall, along with 
integrated signage, becomes an aid to navigation.

Color and Signage.

LANDSIDE SERVICES
1.  Advocates a side-by-side arrangement of ticketing and baggage halls as opposed to the traditional stacked concept.
 a.  Implements an intuitive, linear circulation pattern.
 b.  Incorporates public program into the airport, creating a firm connection with the local community.
 c.  Provides equally dynamic entry and exit sequences for baggage and ticketing areas.
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01.  System Layout 02.  Landside Function 03.  ‘Stack’ Function

‘stacks’
drop off

holding
pick up

Rather than dedicating parking areas for short term and long term 
patrons, a single, fully automated parking system caters to all 
passengers and personnel at the airport, offering significant time 
savings and the greatest possible convenience.

 22 drop off units support all passenger loads with minimal  
 delays.
 Passengers and personnel gain access to a unit by swiping  
 a credit card or RFID pass.
 Upon completing parking procedures and exiting the unit,  
 the vehicle moves upward on a hydraulic sled and   
 is cycled into the parking stacks.
 By referencing flight records, vehicles may automatically be  
 queued into a holding area for quick retrieval   
 upon arrival. 
 Passengers and personnel may retrieve their vehicle by  
 reswiping their credit card or RFID pass.
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Perspective 5.     Security Transport Interior

Personal Items. 

Security Guide.

Loose Effects.
Carry On Baggage.

Scanning Device.

The first of three isolated bays in which passengers place personal items to be 
scanned the latest imaging technology.

A display for each passenger becomes the central interface for the security 
screening procedures, offering directions, personalized information, and 
identity confirmation via biometric and RFID technologies.

A small drawer opens to secure each passengers valuables and other small items

A lower bay is intended for heavier carry on baggage to be scanned

Imbedded along the contours of the floor and each of the six passenger seats is 
an advanced millimeter wave detection system that provides and optimal 
balance of privacy and the highest levels of security.
Beneath the passenger cabin lie the several, dedicated mechanical systems that 
facilitate the movement and security functions of the pod

Mechanical Systems.

Perspective 6.     Concourse Entry from Security Transports

Elevator Access. Disabled patrons may access the elevator through a cut in the stairway that will 
open onto the concourse entry hall above.

The entry into the concourse begins at the bottom of a monumental stair and 
four glass escalators that gradually move passengers from the compressed 
security transport corridors into the naturally lit, open entry hall seen in 
perspective 7.

Entry Sequence.

SECURITY SOLUTION
1.  Conceives of security as a series of integrated systems centered on a transporter concept that allow for minimal 
      disruptions and the highest levels of security.
 a.  Physically isolates program elements in a manner allowing for the containment and swift suppression of security risks.
 b.  Combines security screening with the movement to the satellite concourse, transforming screening into an event.

05. 06.

1m : 43s / 2m : 14s 4m : 02s / 2m : 46s 5m : 56s / 3m : 04s

1m : 24s

Load/UnLoad Time

Occupied Seats

Scanning Time

Load/UnLoad Time

Occupied Seats

Scanning Time

Load/UnLoad Time

Occupied Seats

Scanning Time2m : 09s 2m : 47s

S E C U R I T Y 
T R A N S -
P O R T E R 
S Y S T E M 
E F F I C I E N C Y

Security screening processes are conceived as an automated linear system.  
Upon departure from the transporter loading area in the ticketing hall, 
passengers and their baggage are scanned by a comprehensive array of 
existing and adapted technologies.  If all passengers are cleared, than the 
transporter proceeds directly to the concourse.  If additional precautions 
are required, the transporter will be redirected to the supplemental check-
point, minimizing the impact of screening complications.

SECURITY SYSTEM FUNCTION

Utilizes a passive detection medium 
produced through analysis of electromag-
netic wave energy that ranges from 1 mm to 
10 mm wavelength and 30 to 300 GHz in 
frequency.  
Unlike traditional X-rays Millimeter Wave 
Scanning is radiation free thereby posing no 
risk to humans.  Additionally, dielectric materi-
als such as plastics, ceramics, and organic 
materials that are not visible to traditional 
X-ray technologies will cause some reflection 
, and transmission of the waves, so they will be 
seen as partially transparent.  
In conjunction with software solutions 
related to VCA, any object contrasting the 
human body may be identified and flagged 
through analysis of density, temperature and 
reflectivity readings, thus passively identify-
ing any unforeseen objects. Identification and 
risk assessment is subsequently performed to 
determine if additional screening is neces-
sary. 

MILLIMETER WAVE SCAN.

From a small air sample the Itemiser analyzes positive and negative 
ions, enabling the detection of a broad range of explosives and 
narcotics. Detection of both positive and negative ions allows for 
the most effective identification from a single sample.  The system is 
small, efficient and adds a valuable additional layer of narcotics 
detection to the Millimeter Wave Scan. 

ITEMISER TRACE DETECTION
Provides security personnel with the ability to respond more quickly to 
threats by automating security maintenance procedures using a variety of 
hardware and software solutions.   Applications include camera displace-
ment detection, left or removed object alert, people and crowd counting, 
motion detection, perimeter intrusion detection, and smoke detection.  In 
the security transports, VCA is utilized to provide a reliable means of identi-
fying potential risks and abnormalities. 

VIDEO CONTENT ANALYSIS

departures
arrivals

scanning zone
supplemental 
checkpoint

maintenance

checkpoint
In the event of an explosion in one of the security transports, a blast proofing layer is used 
to minimize injury and disruption of airport operations.  This dual layered, blast mitigation 
assembly conforms to the interior envelope of the security transport.  Volcanic glass beads, 
thermo-formed into pockets resembling bubble wrap, are contained in a protective layer of 
plastic.  In the event of an explosion the bubbles collapse adsorbing the shock of the blast 
while the volcanic glass beads serve as an extinguishant, suppressing the fireball.  

BLAST CONTAINMENT

TRANSPORTER LOADING AREA INTELLIGENT PROFILING

BAGGAGE SCREENING

CONCOURSE CIRCULATION

The paper ticket is replaced with an RFID tag, allowing for the intelligent management of passenger information.  The airport effectively becomes a 
learning system capable of assembling available data to assess the relative risk category of individuals.   Risk may be identified through frequent 
access to the system, building an expandable profile that may be supplemented with data such as who the passenger is traveling with, destination, 
or other publicly available information.  Furthermore, the future integration with other airports and government agency watch lists offers an 
additional layer of protection over current systems.

Carry on baggage and personal effects are 
individually scanned and analyzed by an external 
unit that moves in parallel with the security trans-
port, allowing for continuous movement through 
the system.
Utilizing X-ray diffraction technology in conjunc-
tion with in line imaging systems, all baggage is 
thoroughly analyzed for all standard contraband 
and explosives.

TICKETING CIRCULATION

The flow of passengers, person-
nel, and baggage occurs in a 
legible, forward manner that 
facilitates efficient navigation and 
maximum capacities.

In the ticketing hall (left),  passen-
gers have a direct line of sight and 
movement to the security trans-
ports (blue arrow) and to the door 
from the transports upon arrival.

The concourse (right) becomes a 
series or urban nodes connected 
by a meandering path that facili-
tates a fluid movement of passen-
gers through the airport.  

CIRCULATION
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security transport corridors into the naturally lit, open entry hall seen in 
perspective 7.

Entry Sequence.

SECURITY SOLUTION
1.  Conceives of security as a series of integrated systems centered on a transporter concept that allow for minimal 
      disruptions and the highest levels of security.
 a.  Physically isolates program elements in a manner allowing for the containment and swift suppression of security risks.
 b.  Combines security screening with the movement to the satellite concourse, transforming screening into an event.
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S E C U R I T Y 
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E F F I C I E N C Y

Security screening processes are conceived as an automated linear system.  
Upon departure from the transporter loading area in the ticketing hall, 
passengers and their baggage are scanned by a comprehensive array of 
existing and adapted technologies.  If all passengers are cleared, than the 
transporter proceeds directly to the concourse.  If additional precautions 
are required, the transporter will be redirected to the supplemental check-
point, minimizing the impact of screening complications.

SECURITY SYSTEM FUNCTION

Utilizes a passive detection medium 
produced through analysis of electromag-
netic wave energy that ranges from 1 mm to 
10 mm wavelength and 30 to 300 GHz in 
frequency.  
Unlike traditional X-rays Millimeter Wave 
Scanning is radiation free thereby posing no 
risk to humans.  Additionally, dielectric materi-
als such as plastics, ceramics, and organic 
materials that are not visible to traditional 
X-ray technologies will cause some reflection 
, and transmission of the waves, so they will be 
seen as partially transparent.  
In conjunction with software solutions 
related to VCA, any object contrasting the 
human body may be identified and flagged 
through analysis of density, temperature and 
reflectivity readings, thus passively identify-
ing any unforeseen objects. Identification and 
risk assessment is subsequently performed to 
determine if additional screening is neces-
sary. 

MILLIMETER WAVE SCAN.

From a small air sample the Itemiser analyzes positive and negative 
ions, enabling the detection of a broad range of explosives and 
narcotics. Detection of both positive and negative ions allows for 
the most effective identification from a single sample.  The system is 
small, efficient and adds a valuable additional layer of narcotics 
detection to the Millimeter Wave Scan. 

ITEMISER TRACE DETECTION
Provides security personnel with the ability to respond more quickly to 
threats by automating security maintenance procedures using a variety of 
hardware and software solutions.   Applications include camera displace-
ment detection, left or removed object alert, people and crowd counting, 
motion detection, perimeter intrusion detection, and smoke detection.  In 
the security transports, VCA is utilized to provide a reliable means of identi-
fying potential risks and abnormalities. 

VIDEO CONTENT ANALYSIS

departures
arrivals

scanning zone
supplemental 
checkpoint

maintenance

checkpoint
In the event of an explosion in one of the security transports, a blast proofing layer is used 
to minimize injury and disruption of airport operations.  This dual layered, blast mitigation 
assembly conforms to the interior envelope of the security transport.  Volcanic glass beads, 
thermo-formed into pockets resembling bubble wrap, are contained in a protective layer of 
plastic.  In the event of an explosion the bubbles collapse adsorbing the shock of the blast 
while the volcanic glass beads serve as an extinguishant, suppressing the fireball.  

BLAST CONTAINMENT

TRANSPORTER LOADING AREA INTELLIGENT PROFILING

BAGGAGE SCREENING

CONCOURSE CIRCULATION

The paper ticket is replaced with an RFID tag, allowing for the intelligent management of passenger information.  The airport effectively becomes a 
learning system capable of assembling available data to assess the relative risk category of individuals.   Risk may be identified through frequent 
access to the system, building an expandable profile that may be supplemented with data such as who the passenger is traveling with, destination, 
or other publicly available information.  Furthermore, the future integration with other airports and government agency watch lists offers an 
additional layer of protection over current systems.

Carry on baggage and personal effects are 
individually scanned and analyzed by an external 
unit that moves in parallel with the security trans-
port, allowing for continuous movement through 
the system.
Utilizing X-ray diffraction technology in conjunc-
tion with in line imaging systems, all baggage is 
thoroughly analyzed for all standard contraband 
and explosives.

TICKETING CIRCULATION

The flow of passengers, person-
nel, and baggage occurs in a 
legible, forward manner that 
facilitates efficient navigation and 
maximum capacities.

In the ticketing hall (left),  passen-
gers have a direct line of sight and 
movement to the security trans-
ports (blue arrow) and to the door 
from the transports upon arrival.

The concourse (right) becomes a 
series or urban nodes connected 
by a meandering path that facili-
tates a fluid movement of passen-
gers through the airport.  

CIRCULATION

Interior  Design 

38 N 82 W Regional Airport by James Diewald & Michael Frederick

reaSonS for the nomination:
The digital tools here are used as a means of defining the morphology of his project. 
Tools are used as an abstract means of development and representation, working with 
flows and particles to define movement and stationary elements within the project. 

By working with contours, displacements, and folded sheets, new geometries are 
created, allowing a smoother interaction between landscape and programme.

Perspective 5.     Security Transport Interior

Personal Items. 

Security Guide.

Loose Effects.
Carry On Baggage.

Scanning Device.

The first of three isolated bays in which passengers place personal items to be 
scanned the latest imaging technology.

A display for each passenger becomes the central interface for the security 
screening procedures, offering directions, personalized information, and 
identity confirmation via biometric and RFID technologies.

A small drawer opens to secure each passengers valuables and other small items

A lower bay is intended for heavier carry on baggage to be scanned

Imbedded along the contours of the floor and each of the six passenger seats is 
an advanced millimeter wave detection system that provides and optimal 
balance of privacy and the highest levels of security.
Beneath the passenger cabin lie the several, dedicated mechanical systems that 
facilitate the movement and security functions of the pod

Mechanical Systems.
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Elevator Access. Disabled patrons may access the elevator through a cut in the stairway that will 
open onto the concourse entry hall above.

The entry into the concourse begins at the bottom of a monumental stair and 
four glass escalators that gradually move passengers from the compressed 
security transport corridors into the naturally lit, open entry hall seen in 
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passengers and their baggage are scanned by a comprehensive array of 
existing and adapted technologies.  If all passengers are cleared, than the 
transporter proceeds directly to the concourse.  If additional precautions 
are required, the transporter will be redirected to the supplemental check-
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ing any unforeseen objects. Identification and 
risk assessment is subsequently performed to 
determine if additional screening is neces-
sary. 

MILLIMETER WAVE SCAN.

From a small air sample the Itemiser analyzes positive and negative 
ions, enabling the detection of a broad range of explosives and 
narcotics. Detection of both positive and negative ions allows for 
the most effective identification from a single sample.  The system is 
small, efficient and adds a valuable additional layer of narcotics 
detection to the Millimeter Wave Scan. 

ITEMISER TRACE DETECTION
Provides security personnel with the ability to respond more quickly to 
threats by automating security maintenance procedures using a variety of 
hardware and software solutions.   Applications include camera displace-
ment detection, left or removed object alert, people and crowd counting, 
motion detection, perimeter intrusion detection, and smoke detection.  In 
the security transports, VCA is utilized to provide a reliable means of identi-
fying potential risks and abnormalities. 
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In the event of an explosion in one of the security transports, a blast proofing layer is used 
to minimize injury and disruption of airport operations.  This dual layered, blast mitigation 
assembly conforms to the interior envelope of the security transport.  Volcanic glass beads, 
thermo-formed into pockets resembling bubble wrap, are contained in a protective layer of 
plastic.  In the event of an explosion the bubbles collapse adsorbing the shock of the blast 
while the volcanic glass beads serve as an extinguishant, suppressing the fireball.  
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The paper ticket is replaced with an RFID tag, allowing for the intelligent management of passenger information.  The airport effectively becomes a 
learning system capable of assembling available data to assess the relative risk category of individuals.   Risk may be identified through frequent 
access to the system, building an expandable profile that may be supplemented with data such as who the passenger is traveling with, destination, 
or other publicly available information.  Furthermore, the future integration with other airports and government agency watch lists offers an 
additional layer of protection over current systems.

Carry on baggage and personal effects are 
individually scanned and analyzed by an external 
unit that moves in parallel with the security trans-
port, allowing for continuous movement through 
the system.
Utilizing X-ray diffraction technology in conjunc-
tion with in line imaging systems, all baggage is 
thoroughly analyzed for all standard contraband 
and explosives.

TICKETING CIRCULATION

The flow of passengers, person-
nel, and baggage occurs in a 
legible, forward manner that 
facilitates efficient navigation and 
maximum capacities.

In the ticketing hall (left),  passen-
gers have a direct line of sight and 
movement to the security trans-
ports (blue arrow) and to the door 
from the transports upon arrival.

The concourse (right) becomes a 
series or urban nodes connected 
by a meandering path that facili-
tates a fluid movement of passen-
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Loose Effects.
Carry On Baggage.

Scanning Device.

The first of three isolated bays in which passengers place personal items to be 
scanned the latest imaging technology.

A display for each passenger becomes the central interface for the security 
screening procedures, offering directions, personalized information, and 
identity confirmation via biometric and RFID technologies.

A small drawer opens to secure each passengers valuables and other small items

A lower bay is intended for heavier carry on baggage to be scanned

Imbedded along the contours of the floor and each of the six passenger seats is 
an advanced millimeter wave detection system that provides and optimal 
balance of privacy and the highest levels of security.
Beneath the passenger cabin lie the several, dedicated mechanical systems that 
facilitate the movement and security functions of the pod

Mechanical Systems.

Perspective 6.     Concourse Entry from Security Transports

Elevator Access. Disabled patrons may access the elevator through a cut in the stairway that will 
open onto the concourse entry hall above.

The entry into the concourse begins at the bottom of a monumental stair and 
four glass escalators that gradually move passengers from the compressed 
security transport corridors into the naturally lit, open entry hall seen in 
perspective 7.

Entry Sequence.

SECURITY SOLUTION
1.  Conceives of security as a series of integrated systems centered on a transporter concept that allow for minimal 
      disruptions and the highest levels of security.
 a.  Physically isolates program elements in a manner allowing for the containment and swift suppression of security risks.
 b.  Combines security screening with the movement to the satellite concourse, transforming screening into an event.
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Security screening processes are conceived as an automated linear system.  
Upon departure from the transporter loading area in the ticketing hall, 
passengers and their baggage are scanned by a comprehensive array of 
existing and adapted technologies.  If all passengers are cleared, than the 
transporter proceeds directly to the concourse.  If additional precautions 
are required, the transporter will be redirected to the supplemental check-
point, minimizing the impact of screening complications.

SECURITY SYSTEM FUNCTION

Utilizes a passive detection medium 
produced through analysis of electromag-
netic wave energy that ranges from 1 mm to 
10 mm wavelength and 30 to 300 GHz in 
frequency.  
Unlike traditional X-rays Millimeter Wave 
Scanning is radiation free thereby posing no 
risk to humans.  Additionally, dielectric materi-
als such as plastics, ceramics, and organic 
materials that are not visible to traditional 
X-ray technologies will cause some reflection 
, and transmission of the waves, so they will be 
seen as partially transparent.  
In conjunction with software solutions 
related to VCA, any object contrasting the 
human body may be identified and flagged 
through analysis of density, temperature and 
reflectivity readings, thus passively identify-
ing any unforeseen objects. Identification and 
risk assessment is subsequently performed to 
determine if additional screening is neces-
sary. 

MILLIMETER WAVE SCAN.

From a small air sample the Itemiser analyzes positive and negative 
ions, enabling the detection of a broad range of explosives and 
narcotics. Detection of both positive and negative ions allows for 
the most effective identification from a single sample.  The system is 
small, efficient and adds a valuable additional layer of narcotics 
detection to the Millimeter Wave Scan. 

ITEMISER TRACE DETECTION
Provides security personnel with the ability to respond more quickly to 
threats by automating security maintenance procedures using a variety of 
hardware and software solutions.   Applications include camera displace-
ment detection, left or removed object alert, people and crowd counting, 
motion detection, perimeter intrusion detection, and smoke detection.  In 
the security transports, VCA is utilized to provide a reliable means of identi-
fying potential risks and abnormalities. 

VIDEO CONTENT ANALYSIS
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In the event of an explosion in one of the security transports, a blast proofing layer is used 
to minimize injury and disruption of airport operations.  This dual layered, blast mitigation 
assembly conforms to the interior envelope of the security transport.  Volcanic glass beads, 
thermo-formed into pockets resembling bubble wrap, are contained in a protective layer of 
plastic.  In the event of an explosion the bubbles collapse adsorbing the shock of the blast 
while the volcanic glass beads serve as an extinguishant, suppressing the fireball.  

BLAST CONTAINMENT

TRANSPORTER LOADING AREA INTELLIGENT PROFILING
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The paper ticket is replaced with an RFID tag, allowing for the intelligent management of passenger information.  The airport effectively becomes a 
learning system capable of assembling available data to assess the relative risk category of individuals.   Risk may be identified through frequent 
access to the system, building an expandable profile that may be supplemented with data such as who the passenger is traveling with, destination, 
or other publicly available information.  Furthermore, the future integration with other airports and government agency watch lists offers an 
additional layer of protection over current systems.

Carry on baggage and personal effects are 
individually scanned and analyzed by an external 
unit that moves in parallel with the security trans-
port, allowing for continuous movement through 
the system.
Utilizing X-ray diffraction technology in conjunc-
tion with in line imaging systems, all baggage is 
thoroughly analyzed for all standard contraband 
and explosives.

TICKETING CIRCULATION

The flow of passengers, person-
nel, and baggage occurs in a 
legible, forward manner that 
facilitates efficient navigation and 
maximum capacities.

In the ticketing hall (left),  passen-
gers have a direct line of sight and 
movement to the security trans-
ports (blue arrow) and to the door 
from the transports upon arrival.

The concourse (right) becomes a 
series or urban nodes connected 
by a meandering path that facili-
tates a fluid movement of passen-
gers through the airport.  
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Perspective 5.     Security Transport Interior
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Carry On Baggage.

Scanning Device.

The first of three isolated bays in which passengers place personal items to be 
scanned the latest imaging technology.

A display for each passenger becomes the central interface for the security 
screening procedures, offering directions, personalized information, and 
identity confirmation via biometric and RFID technologies.

A small drawer opens to secure each passengers valuables and other small items

A lower bay is intended for heavier carry on baggage to be scanned

Imbedded along the contours of the floor and each of the six passenger seats is 
an advanced millimeter wave detection system that provides and optimal 
balance of privacy and the highest levels of security.
Beneath the passenger cabin lie the several, dedicated mechanical systems that 
facilitate the movement and security functions of the pod

Mechanical Systems.

Perspective 6.     Concourse Entry from Security Transports

Elevator Access. Disabled patrons may access the elevator through a cut in the stairway that will 
open onto the concourse entry hall above.

The entry into the concourse begins at the bottom of a monumental stair and 
four glass escalators that gradually move passengers from the compressed 
security transport corridors into the naturally lit, open entry hall seen in 
perspective 7.

Entry Sequence.

SECURITY SOLUTION
1.  Conceives of security as a series of integrated systems centered on a transporter concept that allow for minimal 
      disruptions and the highest levels of security.
 a.  Physically isolates program elements in a manner allowing for the containment and swift suppression of security risks.
 b.  Combines security screening with the movement to the satellite concourse, transforming screening into an event.
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Security screening processes are conceived as an automated linear system.  
Upon departure from the transporter loading area in the ticketing hall, 
passengers and their baggage are scanned by a comprehensive array of 
existing and adapted technologies.  If all passengers are cleared, than the 
transporter proceeds directly to the concourse.  If additional precautions 
are required, the transporter will be redirected to the supplemental check-
point, minimizing the impact of screening complications.

SECURITY SYSTEM FUNCTION
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produced through analysis of electromag-
netic wave energy that ranges from 1 mm to 
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risk to humans.  Additionally, dielectric materi-
als such as plastics, ceramics, and organic 
materials that are not visible to traditional 
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, and transmission of the waves, so they will be 
seen as partially transparent.  
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through analysis of density, temperature and 
reflectivity readings, thus passively identify-
ing any unforeseen objects. Identification and 
risk assessment is subsequently performed to 
determine if additional screening is neces-
sary. 

MILLIMETER WAVE SCAN.

From a small air sample the Itemiser analyzes positive and negative 
ions, enabling the detection of a broad range of explosives and 
narcotics. Detection of both positive and negative ions allows for 
the most effective identification from a single sample.  The system is 
small, efficient and adds a valuable additional layer of narcotics 
detection to the Millimeter Wave Scan. 

ITEMISER TRACE DETECTION
Provides security personnel with the ability to respond more quickly to 
threats by automating security maintenance procedures using a variety of 
hardware and software solutions.   Applications include camera displace-
ment detection, left or removed object alert, people and crowd counting, 
motion detection, perimeter intrusion detection, and smoke detection.  In 
the security transports, VCA is utilized to provide a reliable means of identi-
fying potential risks and abnormalities. 
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In the event of an explosion in one of the security transports, a blast proofing layer is used 
to minimize injury and disruption of airport operations.  This dual layered, blast mitigation 
assembly conforms to the interior envelope of the security transport.  Volcanic glass beads, 
thermo-formed into pockets resembling bubble wrap, are contained in a protective layer of 
plastic.  In the event of an explosion the bubbles collapse adsorbing the shock of the blast 
while the volcanic glass beads serve as an extinguishant, suppressing the fireball.  
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The paper ticket is replaced with an RFID tag, allowing for the intelligent management of passenger information.  The airport effectively becomes a 
learning system capable of assembling available data to assess the relative risk category of individuals.   Risk may be identified through frequent 
access to the system, building an expandable profile that may be supplemented with data such as who the passenger is traveling with, destination, 
or other publicly available information.  Furthermore, the future integration with other airports and government agency watch lists offers an 
additional layer of protection over current systems.

Carry on baggage and personal effects are 
individually scanned and analyzed by an external 
unit that moves in parallel with the security trans-
port, allowing for continuous movement through 
the system.
Utilizing X-ray diffraction technology in conjunc-
tion with in line imaging systems, all baggage is 
thoroughly analyzed for all standard contraband 
and explosives.

TICKETING CIRCULATION

The flow of passengers, person-
nel, and baggage occurs in a 
legible, forward manner that 
facilitates efficient navigation and 
maximum capacities.

In the ticketing hall (left),  passen-
gers have a direct line of sight and 
movement to the security trans-
ports (blue arrow) and to the door 
from the transports upon arrival.

The concourse (right) becomes a 
series or urban nodes connected 
by a meandering path that facili-
tates a fluid movement of passen-
gers through the airport.  
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Interior  Design 

38 N 82 W Regional Airport by James Diewald & Michael Frederick

jury commentS

Great use of the digital tools to both communicate through 
diagram and rendering as well as produce intricate form with a 

sensitivity to understanding form’s material character. 
- Bart Overly

This project is impressive in its scale and the ability of the 
author(s) to convey design intention. The systematic investi-

gation of security and flow through an airport is rigorous. The 
forest-like bamboo-clad interior effectively softens what would 

otherwise be a large sterile non-space. – Wassim Jabi

This project displayed a high degree of development and execu-
tion that culminated in a well-organized and cohesive presenta-

tion.  This student used different modes of drawing, modeling 
and rendering to effectively convey the ideas of the project.  

Thus, the student displays a command of the media that allows 
them to formulate and defend their ideas both through execution 

and presentation – Victor Martinez
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Perspective 7.     Satellite Concourse Entry Hall  [view looking south-east]

Skylights. 

Public Green Space.

Ramp to Gallery.
Ramp to Green Space.

Shops.

Airport Information.

Piercings in the roof plane facilitate maximum levels of natural lighting and 
become a critical component of the passive ventilation system.

Publicly accessible green spaces are visible through voids in the interior skin 
and provide a retreat for travelers while reducing thermal gain and improving 
interior air quality.

Provides direct access to the garden space for all passengers and personnel.

Expresses a visible link to the public art gallery on the second level.

Retail spaces are visibly and physically accessible from the major circulation 
corridor and are concentrated near the concourse entry.

Several information displays are integrated into the interior skin and provide 
passengers and personnel with real time, intelligent data that may be catered to 
specific users through integration with RFID technology.

Perspective 8.     Waiting Room [view looking east] 

 Facade. The facade produces optimal levels of shading and employs a double glazed 
system to eliminate exterior noise while controlling thermal gain, thus reducing 
the use of traditional HVAC systems.

The waiting rooms are physically separated from the main circulation corridor 
out of an effort to reduce the massive scale of the airport to a more intimate 
surrounding, synonymous with the residential living room.

Fire places, rugs, and seating elements transform waiting spaces into more 
hospitable units and facilitate the transition between the larger main circula-
tion corridor and the highly compressed space of the aircraft.

Living Room.

SATELLITE CONCOURSE
1.  Abandons the traditional structural bay in favor of an intersection between an organic interior skin, and an orthogonal structural envelope.
 a.  Caters to the efficiencies, behaviors, and scale of people on the interior.
 b.  Provides the highest levels of technical flexibility while streamlining operations for aircraft on the exterior.
 c.  Produces a variety of spaces ranging in scale and intimacy that, with the introduction of a variety of new program elements such as an art gallery, 
      interior gardens, children’s play areas, public lounges, and a spa, restores a sense of adventure to travel.
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orange text identifies program not 
alotted in the brief

The blob is manifested as an internal circulation 
void defined by program solids that occupy the 
interstitial spaces between blob and box.

FORM.

MATERIALS + METHODS
A minimal set of sustainable finish materials helps to articulate a specific visual identity for 
the airport.
 Bamboo slats clad the interior surface of the concourse and the roof of the  
 Landside architecture, aiding acoustic dampening and producing a legible direc 
   tional flow throughout the airport.
 Resin coated concrete produces a resilient floorplate that may be imbedded with  
   geothermal heating and cooling devices.
The structural system utilizes cast-in-place concrete for foundations and service levels to 
support a lightweight steel shell above.
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Perspective 7.     Satellite Concourse Entry Hall  [view looking south-east]

Skylights. 

Public Green Space.

Ramp to Gallery.
Ramp to Green Space.

Shops.

Airport Information.

Piercings in the roof plane facilitate maximum levels of natural lighting and 
become a critical component of the passive ventilation system.

Publicly accessible green spaces are visible through voids in the interior skin 
and provide a retreat for travelers while reducing thermal gain and improving 
interior air quality.

Provides direct access to the garden space for all passengers and personnel.

Expresses a visible link to the public art gallery on the second level.

Retail spaces are visibly and physically accessible from the major circulation 
corridor and are concentrated near the concourse entry.

Several information displays are integrated into the interior skin and provide 
passengers and personnel with real time, intelligent data that may be catered to 
specific users through integration with RFID technology.

Perspective 8.     Waiting Room [view looking east] 

 Facade. The facade produces optimal levels of shading and employs a double glazed 
system to eliminate exterior noise while controlling thermal gain, thus reducing 
the use of traditional HVAC systems.

The waiting rooms are physically separated from the main circulation corridor 
out of an effort to reduce the massive scale of the airport to a more intimate 
surrounding, synonymous with the residential living room.

Fire places, rugs, and seating elements transform waiting spaces into more 
hospitable units and facilitate the transition between the larger main circula-
tion corridor and the highly compressed space of the aircraft.

Living Room.

SATELLITE CONCOURSE
1.  Abandons the traditional structural bay in favor of an intersection between an organic interior skin, and an orthogonal structural envelope.
 a.  Caters to the efficiencies, behaviors, and scale of people on the interior.
 b.  Provides the highest levels of technical flexibility while streamlining operations for aircraft on the exterior.
 c.  Produces a variety of spaces ranging in scale and intimacy that, with the introduction of a variety of new program elements such as an art gallery, 
      interior gardens, children’s play areas, public lounges, and a spa, restores a sense of adventure to travel.
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------------------------------
a.  airline lounge
b.  art gallery
c.  chapel
d.  children's play area
e.  green space
f.  mechanical
g.  offices
h.  spa
-------------------------------
i.  cafe
j.  e-lounge
k.  food services
l.  gate lounge
m.  retail
------------------------------
n.  airline ramp offices
o.  baggage make up
p.  workshop
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orange text identifies program not 
alotted in the brief

The blob is manifested as an internal circulation 
void defined by program solids that occupy the 
interstitial spaces between blob and box.

FORM.
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   tional flow throughout the airport.
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